
=================================================== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 26,1996  15:07:21 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 Honestly I didn't pay much attention at all after the       
first 1/2 hr. when I saw where they were headed with it.     
The only disclaimer I noticed was that it was "based" on     
the book "And Every Knee Shall Bow" which itself was         
"based" on a true story. Not much of a history lesson, but   
darn good material to teach what to look out for from a      
biased media.                                                
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960526150721VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 23,1996  21:10:33 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Did you happen to hear LP's name being mentioned in all      
this?  I sure didn't.  There was nothing in the credits at   
the end of the actors who played the minor characters, but   
one thing really grabbed my attention.  The last actor       
listed was a Bruce Locke who played a "Ken Yamasaki."  Was   
this supposed to be Lon Hirouchi?  Did you see a disclaimer  
saying "the names have been changed to protect the guilty?"  
I sure didn't.  I noticed he didn't appear at the Senate     
hearing either, so I guess a phone call or two was made to   
the producer.                                                
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960523211033CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 22,1996  12:31:04 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
"They used a disclaimer: "Based on a true story."            
                                                             
 Well, almost. The disclaimer was "Based on the book 'And    
Every Knee Shall Bow' which was based on a true story. Got   
pretty much distorted between the real and the finish IMHO.  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960522123104VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 



=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 22,1996  09:41:02 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
"......address some execucuve with disprespect he's liable   
to run to the FBI claiming you are harassing, stalking and   
threatening him and since he'e'wealthy and politically       
connected the FBI will give its traditional "Sieg Heil" and  
go after YOU for your impertinence."                         
                                                             
  Heheh- I'd like that... a lot. And when all is done and    
said, because I AM careful about how I handle such matters,  
maybe he won't be quite as rich as he usta' be.              
 Good advice tho' for the unwary. And ever so true.          
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960522094102VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 20,1996  22:25:29 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Better watch out who you send letters to.                    
                                                             
If you address some executive with disprespect he's liable   
to run to the FBI claiming you are harassing, stalking and   
threatening him and since he's wealthy and politically       
connected the FBI will give its traditional "Sieg Heil" and  
go after YOU for your impertinence.  They'll "interview"     
your friends and associates and by doing so subtly spread    
the rumor that you are unstable and perhaps criminal.  And,  
of course, your name will be entered into their computer     
only to show up later who knows where as being a "suspect"   
in an FBI "investigation," while the exec laughs knowing the 
best gol durned law "enforcement" agency in the world has    
done some dirty work for him.  After all, that's what he     
pays taxes for.                                              
                                                             
Better keep a low profile George, and do your complaining    
on the BB's.  I'm shure Big Brother doesn't monitor          
Prodigy.                                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960520222529CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 



Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 19,1996  00:15:21 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 I feel I need to watch so I may argue the falseness with    
knowledge. At the same time I'll find out who to send        
letters to and boycott if it isn't balanced.                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960519001521VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 17,1996  01:03:51 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Its important to remember those who profit by such lies are  
the monied elite that sponsors this trash.  The Justice      
Department, whether under Bush, Clinton or Dole, serves the  
New World Order and Wall Street is the chief bastion in      
America.  Without the commercials there'd be no lies.        
                                                             
So, by buying the advertised products we Americans are       
subsidizing our own enslavement.  That there are so many     
spineless, mush-minded Americans only encourages the enemy.  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960517010351CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 16,1996  19:12:30 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 I see. So they'll catch the usual mush-minded crowd with    
hype and disinformation. Hopefuly some will take an          
interest in finding out the facts. But we know most will     
merely view it as educational/entertainment and swallow the  
whole meal.                                                  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960516191230VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 14,1996  23:37:49 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 



 
They used a disclaimer: "Based on a true story."             
                                                             
That's to make us yokels think that what we're seeing is the 
actual historical truth.                                     
                                                             
But that "base" is just the starting point for a wild flight 
of propaganda.  They don't say it is "Grounded in truth."    
                                                             
Its like saying the current U.S. government is "based" on    
the Constitution.  Oh, the Constitution is there all right,  
buried under a mountain of self serving lies and power       
grabbing by the ruling class, and bum rulings by the polit-  
ical appointees on the Supreme Court. But buried it is.      
                                                             
The genre of this program is "docu-drama," which means a     
fictionalized account of an incident portrayed in a hyper-   
realistic manner to confuse the viewer that what he is       
seeing is the objective truth.                               
                                                             
Since when does the government, Wall Street or Madison       
Avenue want the People to know the truth?  If we knew the    
truth, we'd kill 'em all.                                    
                                                             
Keep a careful record of the names of those responsible for  
producing and sponsoring this BS.                            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960514233749CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 13,1996  23:45:43 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 I hope Randy has contacted a good lawyer to sue the pants   
off these people for character defamation or what ever he    
might be able to get 'em for with this obvious attempt at    
disinformation and slander.                                  
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960513234543VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 12,1996  21:32:38 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Adler was sensitive to matters of government tyranny due to  
his experience as a child escaping from Hungary with his     
family in '56.  He knows what it means when the tanks roll,  



whether in Budapest or Waco.                                 
                                                             
Americans back then applauded the workers and students who   
were killing communists.  I wonder if Hungarians today would 
return the favor if we have to kill our fascists.            
                                                             
P.S.  Saw a preview of the Ruby Ridge whitewash.  It shows   
      Sammy shorn like a skinhead. I wouldn't be suprised to 
      see a swastika tatoo right where the bullet goes in.   
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960512213238CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 12,1996  11:16:58 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 Charles Adler was good. Don't recall seeing 'im on TV       
though. Ah well gotta make room for the up and coming future 
"radicals" I s'pose. ;)                                      
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960512111658VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 11,1996  23:46:50 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
I generally don't go hunting on the radio.  When I travel I  
find a lot of good stuff but it fades with the miles in my   
mirror.  Hamblin's writing isn't memorable, but I'll take a  
closer look.  I liked Charles Adler, even got on 3-4 times,  
but he quit radio for TV and I haven't heard of him since.   
Did a lot of ATF-FBI parodies.                               
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960511234650CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 09,1996  21:12:55 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
 Have yopu not heard them by choice or are they just not in  
your area? Go www.hamblin.com   when you got nothing else    
to do. His radio show is a hoot. The guy doesn't hold back.  



I can't agree with him all the time, but he's on top of      
what's happening.                                            
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960509211255VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 08,1996  21:58:19 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
I've never heard GG or Hamblin, but I read Ken's column      
in the Cons. Chronicles.                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960508215819CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 06,1996  19:46:45 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
 
One of the things that has always irritated me about Rush    
is desire to maintain a distance between himself and the     
misdeeds of Federal Law Agents. It's as though thats where   
he draws the line. IMO if we're going to fix the Gov't, we   
have to fix ALL the Gov't.... and if any of it ever needed   
fixing, it's the ATF and the IRS, and the FBI needs a real   
thorough examination also.                                   
 Rush is good at what he does and is good for an opposing    
view of the leftist establishment. Where he seeks to serve   
the party line, I find GG Liddy much more for the "average   
joe" and not hesitant to attack any part or party for the    
slightest infraction. Have you had the good fortune to hear  
Ken Hamblin?                                                 
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960506194645VAJU98ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 06,1996  00:53:38 
To: GEORGE SILVERDAHL (VAJU98A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Heard Rush's take on the ATF riot in Missouri.  He got the   
outrage level right, but as usual his scope was too narrow.  
                                                             
Law enforcement got its foot in the door for this kind of    



behavior years ago, but the blood isn't only on the Fed's    
front porch. For Rush to have any integrity on this issue he 
must point out the patterns of similar abuses throughout     
American history since the rise of Wall Street.              
                                                             
There was murder and mayhem committed against Labor by many  
a LOCAL "authority," as well as against Civil Rights and     
Peace activists.  Indeed, Federal agents went after these    
groups too at the behest of various political figures.       
                                                             
Unfortunately Rush is a very discriminating ox.  When other  
oxes get gored he'll figure out a way to make it sound as if 
they deserved it.  But that's not the way America is         
supposed to be.  We believe in EQUALITY under the law so no  
American should have to endure this flagrant fascism  no     
matter from where it comes, Federal, State or local.  It     
exists and must be stamped out.                              
                                                             
Rush is too arrogant to realize that in unity there is       
strength.  If we truly want to stop the ATF and FBI from     
abusing us we need to stand in alliance with others who      
share a common victimization by those in power.              
                                                             
This doesn't jibe with Rush's larger (Republican) agenda     
so he sticks with the tried and true sterile formula of      
toothless resistance to tyranny.  Its easy to see we STILL   
have tyranny AND its getting worse, (except for the rich.)   
                                                             
A Poet from Missouri once described it: "Shape without form, 
shade without colour, Paralysed force, gesture without       
motion.....This is the way the world ends, Not with a bang   
but a whimper."                                              
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960506005338CHHL71AVAJU98A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 23,1996  21:30:58 
To: LANNIS SELZ (NHJL45A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
What Hollywood actor recommends to  the American People that 
they take their $$ out of relatively safe investments like   
savings and T-bills and put it into a stockmarket AT its     
historic high.                                               
                                                             
The fund managers and brokers don't tell the investors that  
the market is volatile at best and absolutely and without    
any doubt due for a serious correction.  Most People are not 
financially sophisticated and will follow the advice of      
brokers and others who reap a profit whichever way the       
prices go.  Corporations advertise themselves on TV,         
especially on news programs, seeking investors with phrases  
like "the company for the future."  Its all legal but its    



not right.                                                   
                                                             
The talking heads you mention are an example of the con-     
ditioning our People have been subjected to over the last    
several decades.  The People no longer think, just react and 
follow the crowd: "Everyone's getting a second mortgage to   
buy Mutuals, so I will too."  All the salesmanship is        
one-sided, urging folks to buy but not informing them of     
possible consequences, and as you say, the rich know enough  
to profit big by this.  Who pays for this conditioning?      
Wall Street.  Who profits buy it?  Wall Street.  Who loses?  
America.                                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960523213058CHHL71ANHJL45A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 21,1996  15:29:30 
To: THEODORE BADEN (VGBJ02A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
The current Administration is only up to its armpits in      
Wall Street sleeze.  The prior Administration was in up to   
its eyeballs and it was THEM who arranged, supervised and    
covered up the two murders at Ruby Ridge.                    
                                                             
Wall Street wants to break People to its saddle, to separate 
them from Freedom and the traditional values of Main Street  
capitalism.  State socialism is the concentration of         
economic power in the State while corporate capitalism is    
the concentration of economic power in Wall Street.  EITHER  
method of concentration is detrimental to the well being of  
the American public.  Clinton has more Wall Streeters than   
Bush and his ACTIONS (not his words) determine on which      
side he stands.  His extension of MFN to the PRC shows his   
true colors: he has abandoned traditional liberal compassion 
and concern for human rights to Wall Street's desire to make 
a buck.                                                      
                                                             
Whatever whisps of "socialism" you see emanating from the    
White House are just a sop to his left wing and to provide   
jobs for "liberal" activists who want personal political     
power MORE than they want social, political and economic     
Justice.                                                     
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960521152930CHHL71AVGBJ02A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BS ON RUBY RIDGE!!!       
Posted: May 20,1996  22:31:29 
To: THEODORE BADEN (VGBJ02A) 



From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
It wasn't "socialists" who put this disinformation on our    
airwaves.  Corporations on Wall Street paid for it.  Always  
follow the dollar.                                           
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960520223129CHHL71AVGBJ02A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 


